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zone	that	is	individually	shaped	by	the	user’s	practice.
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Abstract:
situations of dwelling – dwellings suiting situations.
This article explores changeable dwellings that offer the possibility 
of satisfying spontaneous activities and needs arising from today’s 
changing family patterns. it deals with dwellings that provide people 
with room for development and flexibility - an open framework, which 
can be adapted to new values and needs in different situations, life-
styles and stages. The study is based on information from users in 
new housing schemes in and around copenhagen – ‘open build-
ing’ dwellings that reveal a variety of approaches to these problems. 
who decides to live in these housing types and why? what are the 
users’ expectations to these housing types - and how is their use 
of them? can the goal of architectural quality be maintained to- 
gether with greater possibilities for individual development and in-
fluence? The analysis of the dwellings show that the architecture 
of the ‘open dwelling’ is dependent on three basic conditions: the 
static condition, the suitable condition and the situational condition. 
each condition has its own powerful way of articulation. our aim is 
to translate the observations of the projects in concepts and models 
that are applicable in new projects.
Situations of dwelling  
– dwellings suiting situations
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Observations
Two	people	have	moved	 into	 a	new	apartment	near	 the	
Metro	 in	Ørestaden,	 an	 urban	 area	 south	 of	 downtown	
Copenhagen	undergoing	development.	This	is	no	ordinary	










































































The dwelling and the city
In	the	twentieth	century,	Danish	residential	construction	























The	 ‘young	 adults’	 have	 taken	 up	 their	 positions	 in	 the	











































































with	the	residence’s	physical	conditions.	This beginning, the 















The users, dream 
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relation	 to	 the	 surrounding	 environment.	The	walls	 en-
circle	and	they	turn	inward	toward	a	non-defined	center,	
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ings	are	used	 savings	 to	make	 the	 individual	apartments	





























































This home in switzerland, designed by 
the architect, vacchini, has the same
basic plan and volume as Pærehaven. 
but the floor and the ceiling are actu-
ally large concrete plates, which extend 
between the columns positioned at the 
end walls, so that the walls can be closed 
up completely. The glass is dark, so that 
it will reflect and offer privacy. The core 
constitutes a spacious, robust and tan-
gible physical center within the dwelling’s 



































































Helen g. welling, margit livø, Peder duelund mortensen and lene wiell Nordberg: situations of dwelling – dwellings suiting situations
Architect Jean Nouvel has designed an
apartment building where there is a 
clear distinction in the zoning between 
something more public and common in 
the home’s lowest level – and something 
more private up above. The homes 
are inexpensive and quite raw in their 
appearance. The savings are used to 
make the individual apartments larger. 
floorage is the architectonic quality that 
is most worth fighting for. A visual artist 
has etched designs into the interior 
walls’ concrete surfaces; the residents 
will respect these walls’ character. with 
this, our conception of the changeable 
is being challenged: precise frames are 
being set up for the architectonics of the 
building and for elements of the interior 
providing the possibility for a dialogue 
between architecture and its users.
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ment	 complex	 (designed	by	PLOT)	 located	 in	Ørestaden.	
The	apartment	in	question	is	situated	inside	the	M-huset.
		2	 This	apartment	is	also	situated	in	the	M-huset.	The	apartment	
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